
Comprehensive
& Relaxed Pace

Itinerary

Amsterdam  - The capital of the Netherlands
Zaanse Schans - Famous for its iconic well-preserved
windmills and cottages- Visit a cheese farm and
witness a wooden clog making demonstration
Zwolle - Known for its historic medieval yet trendy
center. See the Grote Kerk , Sassenpoort
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Accommodation

Day 1 Meals on Board

Day 2
Meals on Board, Dinner

AMSTERDAM – ZAANSE SCHANS – ZWOLLE -
GRONINGEN 

Meals
7 Breakfast  | 5 Dinner

Tour Highlights
Keukenhof Gardens - Garden of Europe, a
fantastic collection of tulips, orchids, roses,
carnations, lilies and many more
De Haar Castle - Visit the largest castle in
Netherlands
Giethoorn - A quaint fairytale village 
Designer Outlet Roermond
Nijmegen -Oldest city in the Netherlands
Zaanse Schans - A village of windmills 

10D7N FLORA NETHERLANDS
EAMS10Validity Period: Apr 2024

Assemble at Changi Airport for flight to Amsterdam

SINGAPORE - AMSTERDAM
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GRONINGEN  -  GIETHOORN - NIJMEGEN
Breakfast , Dinner Day 3

Groningen  - The University city of the Netherlands ,
Step into Market Square where you will see the Town
Hall , the Martinitoren, the Martin’s Church and
lastly Reitdiephaven , famous for their colored
houses
Giethoorn -  The most beautiful and fairytale village
in the Netherlands. This village where the inhabitants
can only sail around the canals , walk or cycle Keukenhof Gardens



Fairytale Village Giethoorn 

De Haar Castle 

Nijmegen -  The oldest city in Netherlands . See
some historical monuments the Weigh House,
the Old Town Hall , the Powder Tower and
Stevens Church
Designer Outlet Roermond - Shop till you drop
at one of the best outlets in Europe. Up to 70%
discounts on brands like  Burberry , Gucci , Prada ,
Kate Spade , Karl Lagerfeld , Longchamp and
many more will satisfy your shopping needs
Maastricht -  Visit the unique Dominicanen
Bookstore, which used to be a Dominican Church
200 years ago

Rotterdam - The city of  modern architecture
Cube Houses - See one of the city's most iconic
attractions. Designed by Dutch architect Piet Blom,
this residential development stands apart as its
homes are literally cubes, tilted over by 45 degrees
Markthal- Rotterdam’s indoor market has 100
fresh produce sellers, 15 food shops and 8
restaurants. From fresh bread to delicious cheese,
fish and poultry and even flowers and plants -
you’ll find it all under one roof
Optional Excursion : Bruges 

Day 5
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

MAASTRICHT - ROTTERDAM
 

Day 6
ROTTERDAM - DELFT- GOUDA- ROTTERDAM
Breakfast 

NIJMEGEN  -  DESIGNER OUTLET ROERMOND    
- MASSTRICHT

Breakfast , Dinner 
Day 4

Cube Houses , Rotterdam 

Delft -  Famous for its ceramic Delft Blue pottery
Royal Delft -  The last remaining original Delft
Blue factory from the 17th century in Delft that still
hand makes Delft Blue according to centuries-old
tradition. Discover the history, craftsmanship, and
innovation of this royal company during a visit
Gouda - The city of cheese and stroopwafels. Walk
through the medieval streets and the historical
center full of authentic little shops , see the
Stadius van Gouda and Sint Janskerk



Keukenhof Gardens -  The Garden of Europe ,
a park where more than 7 million flower bulbs
are planted every year. Gardens and four
pavilions show a fantastic collection of tulips ,
orchids , roses , carnations , lilies , hyacinths
and many other flowers.  Opens from 23 March
to 14 May 2024
Optional Excursion : Volendam with lunch 

Day 8
Breakfast

AMSTERDAM 

Day 9 Breakfast, Meals on Board

AMSTERDAM - SINGAPORE

Utrecht -  An important hub for both rail and
road transport in the Netherlands
De Haar Castle -  Visit the largest castle of
Holland and one of the most luxurious castles
of Europe.  De Haar has everything you expect
from a castle; towers, turrets, moats, gates and
suspension bridges. Next to the castle you can
find a romantic chapel and beautiful parks 
Amsterdam - Capital of Netherlands. Start the
tour with a relaxing cruise to see amazing
architecture, many bridges, and boat houses
along Amsterdam's canals
Diamond Factory - Understand more about
diamonds, the cuts, the colors etc

Day 7
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

ROTTERDAM - UTRECHT -AMSTERDAM

Zaanse Schans

Gouda

Says goodbye to Netherlands as its time to transfer
to the airport for your flight home 

Day 10 SINGAPORE

Thank you very much for choosing Nam Ho
Travel as your preferred agent for your vacation.

We hope to see you soon in near future. 

Reitdiephaven , Groningen



NOTES

Min. group size for confirmed departure: 15 pax
The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior notice in
the event of unforeseen circumstances
Accommodations are based on the local star rating
Factory Outlet may be replaced with another
outlet to enhance the flow of itinerary
Activities are subjected to weather conditions
During major events, accommodation may be
relocated to outside of the city or in another city
without prior notice.
Optional Excursions: Additional activities that
complement your holidays will be at your own
decision and are entirely optional.

Minimum group size may apply 
Suggested Excursions:
         Bruges : 55 Euros 

Amersfoort  : 39 Euros
Volendam with lunch : 49 Euros/39 Euros

Amsterdam 

10D7N – EURO 80.00 per person

Tipping Guidelines

 Amsterdam 

Keukenhof Gardens

Clogs of Netherlands


